PRESIDENT’S LETTER

Dear Friends of AHS,

As the fall season approaches, I’m wondering where the days have gone since I became your President in February? It has been a very fast seven months of meeting new people, charting new courses, and learning more about the wonderful community of animal lovers in Atlanta!

We have been extremely busy on many fronts this year on behalf of our companion animal friends and I’m excited to share a few things with you. We have continued to focus on improving and growing the many key programs at AHS such as adoptions, spay/neuters, and outreach. We have had more animals adopted into loving homes this year so far than in any recent years. This is a result of bringing more focus and energy to finding homes and making good matches. We have adopted just short of 5,000 animals in our first seven months of the year and we have had a good summer! Our staff and volunteers are doing amazing work in this area!

We have also done almost 7,000 surgeries to sterilize animals in Atlanta and in some of the surrounding communities through our Surgical Utility Vehicle (SUV) program. If you know of friends and neighbors who need their animals sterilized, please call or email us and we will make it happen! As we all know, the overpopulation problem can only be slowed when we spay and neuter our pets.

We have also worked together with groups in our community this summer to try and educate children through our summer project with the Alpharetta Police Athletic League. We were able to bring underprivileged kids to our new Alpharetta Campus and give them a chance to learn more about humane values and interact with our shelter animals. It was an exciting time to have all of these children on our campus!

We also had two wonderful days at Turner Field this summer as part of the Braves “Bark in the Park” events. Due to the generosity of the Atlanta Beverage Company, over $10,000 was raised to support your Atlanta Humane Society from those events at the ball park! Make plans now to be a part of that next season!

Looking ahead, we are so excited to see the growth of our young professionals group “1873” (named for the year AHS was founded). Under the new leadership of co-chairs Sarah Chambers and Elizabeth Rickenbaker, the group has expanded and is doing more than ever! Their big annual event, “The Humane EVENT” was held on Friday, September 12 from 7 to 10pm at the Westside Cultural Center.

One of the other exciting activities we have undertaken is to update and renew a strategic plan for the organization that will chart our direction for the next few years. Our Board of Directors and staff have been collaboratively working together to talk about the future of the Atlanta Humane Society and the ways by which we can benefit more animals in the years to come. We hope to announce some of these priorities early next year.

Finally, I want you to know that the work we are doing for animals is ONLY POSSIBLE by your continued support and generosity. We receive no government funding and rely solely on the gifts of people like you in our community. We are grateful for your support and want you to know we continue to need your gifts as we enter this final quarter of the calendar year. Please consider now how you might be able to make a gift at the end of the year. Many people consider joining the Caregivers Club where you can arrange a donation to be taken from your account each month. Others choose to make a gift of appreciated stock at year-end. Others simply write a check when we send you something in the mail. However you choose to make a gift, we want you to know that YOUR GIFT MAKES A DIFFERENCE to every animal we serve.

With grateful thanks,

Cal Morgan
President and CEO

P.S. Please visit us at www.atlantahumane.org to get details on any of the programs I have talked about today or call us at 404-875-5331.
THE MAGIC OF ADOPTION

Remember when you were a kid and you watched a magician do a trick? You’d “ooh” and “aah” and wonder just how they pulled it off. Even when you learned that it wasn’t real magic, there was always a part of the trick that you just couldn’t believe was possible. The part that wasn’t formulaic, but instinctive. The part where the magician just seemed to know what to do.

But like any good magician knows, there are tricks to make it easier. Sometimes the potential adopters come in knowing exactly what they want, like a lap cat or a dog to run with them. Or they’ve seen an animal on the website and want to see the pet in person. This is when it feels easy, because the volunteers spend so much time with the animals that they know who is a cuddler and who loves to run. However, not everyone knows exactly what kind of companion they’re looking for when they walk through the shelter’s doors. Sometimes they have just lost a pet, and are looking for a way to fill that space. Sometimes they’re a first-time pet owner and not sure of the kind of animal that would complete their family. That’s when it gets tougher, because the spectrum is much wider. Suddenly, a volunteer doesn’t just pick from the energetic cats or the especially loving dogs. Any pet is possible. So how do the AHS volunteers do it?

Volunteer Frauncee Ladd stresses the importance of asking questions and listening to the answers carefully. From asking the staff about an animal to asking the visitor about their lifestyle, every answer determines which cat or dog is a good fit for its potential home. “Listening to the answers is key to helping make a long-term connection...” Bringing an animal into the house is a big responsibility and volunteers don’t take it lightly; they pay close attention to a potential adopter’s wishes and thoughts and they encourage ample time to be spent with the animal before any decision is reached. They cheer when an animal charms their way into someone’s heart. “There’s a warm glow when an adopter comes back to AHS for a visit or to adopt again and says, ‘you helped me adopt my cat/dog and it was wonderful and I couldn’t be happier,’” Frauncee says. “Matchmaking is the most rewarding part of volunteering to me.”

There is someone out there for every animal, and the volunteers at AHS do their very best to ensure that the perfect match is made. All it takes is paying ample attention and being proactive in answering and listening to visitors’ questions. And while there are some days when it just doesn’t seem to work out, on the days when animals are running out of the door to go home, it can only be called magic.

5TH ANNUAL “HUMANE EVENT” FUNDRAISER

Guests enjoyed signature cocktails, delicious food from local Atlanta restaurants, live music, dancing, and a fabulous silent auction featuring jewelry, pet items, trips, restaurant experiences, and high-end retail items.

ABOUT US: In October 2009, the Atlanta Humane Society Board of Directors created a junior board, the 1873 Society Club, comprised of young professionals and philanthropists devoted to raising awareness and funds to support the mission of the Atlanta Humane Society. The name of the junior board was designated as 1873, the year the Atlanta Humane Society was founded. All money raised by 1873 Society Club directly supports AHS in its rescue missions, the low-cost spay and neuter program, the on-site hospital and clinic, and the management and daily care of the thousands of animals that are adopted out each year.

CONTACTS: Sarah Chambers, Chair (770.337.9087) | Elizabeth Rickenbaker, Vice Chair (404.402.5522)
WE NEED YOU!

With over nine hundred volunteers and 50,000 hours in 2013, AHS has a close bond with those who give their time to help out. It's simple: as long as you’re sixteen years old and give at least six hours a month, you’re good. But there are some volunteers who go far above the hours asked for.

Volunteers are estimated to be worth $22 per hour, based on an estimate provided by the independent sector, for the work they do. And with numbers like these, it's easy to see not only how helpful volunteers are to the Atlanta Humane Society, but how valuable the time spent at the shelter really is, not only in what they give, but in what they take away.

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHTS

LYNETTE FLATT

Lynette Flatt started volunteering in December of 2012 and already has 315 hours logged. She says that she “truly feels at AHS, we are making our community happy! The statement ‘who saved who’ in rescue holds a lot of truth…I believe the real magic happens when we match up a human with one of our dogs or cats. You see a positive change in the human right away.” Lynette does everything from dog walking to pet description writing to mentoring new volunteers to being an active part of the assisted living Visiting Pet Program, which she says is “…really a special time. Many of the residents have problems with memory recall, but holding the puppy or simply petting it brings back pleasant memories of childhood or family pets.” Because of her time spent at AHS, Lynette wants to work in some kind of animal rescue.

JOYCE SMITH

Joyce Smith has also been volunteering since 2012, coming in two to three times a week to walk dogs, and help out in admissions and at the front desk. She calls volunteering “one of the most exciting and rewarding blessings of my life. I love what I do and look forward every week to going to the shelter.” An animal lover from a young age and a foster home for dogs from facilities even before she began volunteering at AHS, she says “it’s not how old you are, but how much you love animals.”

JANE FLOY

Jane Floy has volunteered at the Mansell Campus since it opened, and has been with the Atlanta Humane Society since 2007, starting out volunteering just one day a week. Now she volunteers three days a week, walking dogs for around three to four hours, and has an amazing 2,000 volunteer hours logged. Jane praised the Mansell facility for how clean it’s kept and for how its design provides the animals the best living conditions possible. “You leave with the feeling of ‘I’m going to come back.’ You feel like you get the reward as well. The animals get the reward of attention, but you get the reward of helping out defenseless creatures and maybe treating them better than they were treated before.”

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT VOLUNTEERING GO TO: ATLANTAHUMANE.ORG/VOLUNTEER
PEOPLE MEMORIALS

Dean Abernethy by Helen Shean
Joan Allan by Rosemary Kistler
Valerie Antranikian by Haig Antranikian
Loraine “Honey” Hill Ashley by David Peterson, Marice Katz, Carol and Kip Muir
Dick Ayati by Ju Cheshin
Aunt Marie by Rick Gregory
Elizabeth Page Barnes by Lois Barnes
Jerry Barron, CRNA by Elaine H. Nix
David Bass by Your Friends in Strategy & Finance
Barbara Bennett by Dora Castillo
Jenael Benton by Rebecca T. Daniels
Mackay Ann Blackburn by Donna Toulme
Linda Carol Bohne by Winnie W. Aker
Mr. and Mrs. Bowers by Susan E. Tucker
Virginia Bowler by Mary Beth Smiley
Russell Dudley Bryan by Jean E. Dawson
Jan Burch by Janet and John Turman, Sheila and Jim Jordan
Cannon Callender by Chuck and Tommie Hurston
Robert Carskadon by The Levins

In Memory of Laura Choquette
Ted Christian by David Hughes Goodman
Jennifer M. Clark by Clarence and Lynda Allison, Louise and Leo Benatar, Susan and Nory Grant and LeBrun, Benton Green, David Cherry, Kathy and Chuck Loeisie, Rebele Idol
Daniel Coffman by Graham Animal Hospital, Sharon Thomas, Catherine D. Franks, Mary and Leonard McKee, Barb and Bill Yost, Daniel and Sandi Codrée, Gene and Kathryn Sentell, Aelon R&D FTV Polymer Chemistry, Robin Sentiell
Angela Cole by Chris Flint, Carol Vincent, Bob Weisner, Awe Njie and Fedeya Bluinyan
Abbe Bryant Connell by Nancy Rapp
Samuel Strudwick “Wick” Connor III by Allan and Patti Dunstan, C. Christopher Tull, Babs, Corbett, Ryan and David Turner, Allan and Vanessa Little, Suzanne Purcell, Debbie and John Reetz, Denise and Lee Whitfield, Suzanne and Tom Ballew
Richard (Dick) Kay Cook, Sr. by Sandra Walters
Sidney Johnston Cook III by Judy Lippman
Mary Coons by the Tremblays
Connie Copeland by Beverly Bush
Pat Creed by Mark Williams and Ann Wicker
Violet Elaine Crowe by Your Century Link Team
Avelina M. Dagan by Barbara Hendricks
John Douglas Davenport, Jr. by Jane R. Davenport
In Memory of Mary Davis
Audrey Jean Sanders Deerfield by Cottonwood Estates, Erica Durso, Lori, Evan and Christina Duncan, Lisa South, Christopher A. McLaughlin, Laboratory Corp of America Holdings, Joan C. Larsen
Elise D. Dennon by Teresa D. Hoyt
Charles Dietz by Dapy W. T. Elliott, Larry and Carole Hooks, John and Chris, Dorothy H. Russell
Jane Forrest Dills by S. Douglas Sharp and Ann Shar, Johanna M. Grimes, David, Holly, Noelle and Joe Rogers, Krista Dills, Sadie, Tessa, and Rusty, Rosalind Rogers
Annie Donovan by Laura Casey, Cyndy Woodside
James B. Douglas by Helen Shean
In Memory of Dorothy DuBoise
Juan Bautista Duran by Ad Sales Revenue Accounting
Faye Earnest Elliott by Jeanne Z. Brock, Walt and Peggy Ruppert, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd H. Gray, Debbie Wheeler, Nettie Wheeler, Esther and John Husser, Joyce Peppers, Heritage First Bank, David, Karen Swafford Moore, Holly and Matt Moore, Willedean, Carroll and J. D. Myers, Jane and Harold Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs. Britt Madden, Linda and Neal
John S. Ewing by Silvia H. Ehrtridge
Lisa Floch and Daisy Floch by Martha Kim
Dr. William H. Fox, Jr. by Horace and Sarah Mack Brumit
Kathleen Fricker by Lou Cumming
Lisa Fridrichsen by Eddie Neal
Shirley Frisch by Jacqueline Berger
Robert Lee Gaston by Glynn Jenkins
Richard Gilman by Kate Parker
Roshel Eneyer Gilliam by Amanda Wooten

MEMORIAL GIFTS

Donations were taken from March 26, 2014 to August 21, 2014

Orlo Kenneth Hageman, Jr. by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Clark
Marie Cooper Harden by Marian Harrison, Your Robert Bowden Family, Monica MacAdams, Steve and Lynn Mobley
George L. Harkins, Jr. by Duffy, Rufus, Liberty, Smoochy and Lisa Cecchini
Mattie Harper-Lemay by Eric Wallens
Adrienne Harrington by Elyse Lemaire
David Dobson Harris by Jim and Sue Wismer
Barbara Hastings by Mr. and Mrs. Don Gibson
Patti A. Hazzard by Lianne Schramm, Broskie and Paul Rogowski
Katarina S. Hniritz by Laura and Carter Smith, Habersham History Group, Mary C. Davis, The Henson Family
Lorraine D. Henry by Ramon Alvarado
Ashley Hester by Tina Will
Janet Hicks by Laura and Chris Zimmerman
Lawrence Carl Howard, Jr. by Marc, Anita, Katherine, and Jack
In Memory of Mary Humphries
Edith Hurt by Carol R. Jackson
Colleen Hutson by David Roc
Jacqueline L. (Jackie) Johnson by Chattahoochee Unit Herb Society of America
Claudette and Dale Jones by Eveline Jones
Rodney Jones by Ingeborg M. Jones
Brandi Nicole Stokes-Jurdal by Richard J. Figueroa, Sylvia and Pat, Robert Hamill, Carly Morell
Bluma Klein by Oded and Aileen Zyssman
Colleen Knight by Elaine, Jay, Josh and Rachel Schwartz
In Memory of Robert I. Lander
Ida Katherine Liffon by Mark S. Gladwell
Lois Looser by John R. Credshaw
Anna Lee Lyons by Goodrich Petroleum
Walter Matthews by Edward Katz
Brittany McCauley by Beach & Foster Physical Therapy PC, Karen Lydon and Family, The Quick Silver Girls
Ed McElven by Lou Cumming
Marie Carre McLain by Walter E. Gordy
David B. McMorran by Jeannie and Keith Paxten, Northside Networking, Bert and Mary Emma
Jim Meekle by Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hurlebaus
Elizabeth Miller by Gene and Doris Giles
Judith Miller by Melissa L. Hime
Carrie A. Mitchell by Teresa D. Hoyt
Audrey Evelyn Montgomery by Gerloffin Wealth Advisors, LLC, Carolyn B. Lawson, Carolyn Lawson
Jerri Moore by Helen Hull
Virginia Spurin Morris by Alton J. Hudgins, Edward Katz
Marianne A. Wade Nahser by Amy Crawford Family, Roland de Liniere
Mathew David Ochap by The Trevisan Family
Christine Janet O’Laughlin by Samuel Ettigoff, Eric Brewer and Caroline Deason, SunTrust Bank - T&PS, Katherine Saze, Lisa Mazurkiewicz
Diane H. Oppenheimer by Jane H. Weitmauer
Robin B. Page, Jr. by Julianne R. Robertson, Sally J. Patterson, Lou Post
Jim Partee, Sr. by Edward Katz
Mary Nelle Paulk by Kathy H. Cirillo, Steve Stephens, John and Rachael Sherwood
Candace Benson Peyer-Bellows by Tracy Clark
Bill Quillian by Lou Cumming
Bill Rau by Carol and Henry Nagel
Bill Quillian by Lisa South, Christopher A. McLaughlin, Audrey Jean Sanders Deerfield
Rita Looser by John R. Crenshaw
Bluma Klein by Oded and Aileen Zyssman
Colleen Knight by Elaine, Jay, Josh and Rachel Schwartz
REMEMBER

Anita Shackelford Ross (continued) by Steven Klinger, Danna DeBoer, Bill and Carol Domenico, Linda Selland, Kim and Fred Jones and Baby McIntyre (and your FU friends), Judy and Roman Popil, Shawn Riley, Scott and Carol Romero, Charlie and Paula Sample

Robert Russell by Lou Cumming

Dr. Raymond Schutt by Joy Gottman

David Silberman by Renee Kaplan, Carol and Steve Silberg

Jay Carter Simmons by Frederick C. C. Boyd, III, Cynthia Sewell, King & Spalding, Austin and Jane Musselman, Jessica Hagen, Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Wray, Lesley Green, Greg and Katrina Herman, Cheri Grovenor, Rachel and JF Ailor, Courtney, Mike, Annie and Bailey, Chris and Beth Hastings, Dan Dismukes, Marianne Madigan, Sandra and Bill Eathman, Gregory Sicilian, Ed Logan, Lisa Keyes, Connie Dotzenrood, Steve Cowen and Julie Cames, Sarah Basiene, Leigh, Annie, Cole, Shup, and Latu, Suzanne Miklos, Catherine O’Neil, The K&S "Detroit Team", Jill Anderson, Peter and Ruth Pawlak, Glenn and Ida Johnson, Meredith and Bill Young, Craig and Brooks Heiser, Drs. Joseph and Jayne De Fiore, Herb and Becky Bowen, Paul and Tanya Murphy, US Trust, Betsy and Jim Fowler, Kathleen Duffield

In Memory of Mary Smith

In Memory of Charles Stodard

Linda Tavel by Hembree Springs Elementary School, Muhtar Kent,

Laura Jones Travel by Myrtie C. Sitz

by The Emmanuel Sunday School Class at First United Methodist Church

Nancy Thompson by Myrtie C. Sitz

Laurasa Tavel by Charlotte’s Bible Study Group

Laura Jones Tavel by Hembree Springs Elementary School, Muhtar Kent,

Bob Thomas, Peggy Turner, Lisa Byrd, Dana Richin, The Zimmer Family, Amy (Fineman) Cohen

Nick Thompson by Brad and Judy Chesin

Ruthanne Tino by Dale L. Tino

Dianne Trenholm by Rosemarie Thurston

Robert J. Vatalaros by Tulah D. Vatalaro

Lauren McCall Weaver by Karen Viars

Shari Stodard by Steven E. Spetnagel

Charles Stone by Rez Edelberg

David Tagart, Jr. by Virginia Eliott

Sue Thomasen by The Emmanuel Sunday School Class at First United Methodist Church

Nancy Thompson by Myrtie C. Sitz

Gene Tachas by Charlotte’s Bible Study Group

Laura Jones Tavel by Hembree Springs Elementary School, Muhtar Kent,

Bob Thomas, Peggy Turner, Lisa Byrd, Dana Richin, The Zimmer Family, Amy (Fineman) Cohen

Nick Thompson by Brad and Judy Chesin

Ruthanne Tino by Dale L. Tino

Dianne Trenholm by Rosemarie Thurston

Robert J. Vatalaros by Tulah D. Vatalaro

In Memory of Ann Walkden

Lauren McCall Weaver by Karen Viars, Mona Villa, Susan Barion,

Marc and Carole Sorensen, Vera Marques and Catherine Radiwow-Chanel

Macy’s KAM’s, Mike, Kelly and Christie Daniel, Joe Srameni, Your KAMS - Geri, Sylvia, Jose, Cyndi, Vitman and Jodie

Lisa Williams by State Farm Insurance

Clarissa Williamson by Clarence Williamson

Dorothy Perkins Winstead by Sara Kahan

Isabel Wertz Wright by Jean K. Oliver, Josephine Klumpenhower

Mark Young by Northside Bible Class

OUR DEVELOPMENT TEAM

*Contact Us*

Planned Giving

In Your Giving

Our Development Team

@ 404.974.2876
OUR GENEROUS DONORS

Chloe Regenstein by Lynn and Kent Regenstein
Cletus Conklin by Helen Hall
Cloe by Thomasin A. Hurston
Cody by Will and Beth Collier
Cookie by Lori and Genevieve
Cookie by Jerri and Kassie
Cole by D. J. DeLong
Cooper by Kay Coffman and Wayne Carey
Cooper and Nolan by Marianna, Todd, Sam and Huntley King
Cooper Richardson by Robert
Corky Knight by Penny and John Moli
Cosmic Chambers by Ken and Cindy Wilson
Cooey by Vinings Important Pets
Cramer by Lisa Smoak
Daisy by Margaret E. Shaw
Daly by Felicia and Vicki Goldstein
Dante by Heather Karellass
Darby Dorrman by Tom Taylor
Dempsey Bryan by The Easthams
Dexter Fustino by James N. Fustino
Dixie by Susan R. DeDeyn
Dylan by Robin Fink
Ellie by The Wilensky Family
Ellie Binkow by The Wilenskys
Emma by Carey and Doug Benham
Evah by Candy and Phoebe
Eva by Jo McVeer
Eva by Lou Camming
Fauna by Hope Walker
Feebe by Thomasina D. Hurston
Fluffy by Audrey and Sally
Fred by Vinings Important Pets
Freddle by Glenda Lewis
Friday Cary by Alsson Hochn
Frito by Vinings Important Pets
Fuller Buser Brown by Barbara Shivers and Rick Dumes
Goldie Johnson by Ann P. Johnson
Good-Puppy by Patricia and Anthony Calcagno
Gracie by Lillian Mansyck
Gracie by Critter Sittin' Sisters
Gus by The Berlinls
Gus Engel by Else, Bob, Hannah and Max
Gus Mulling by Heidi Mulling
Gwen Hough by Linda, Doug and Homer
Hamilton by Critter Sittin' Sisters
Hampton Manzo-DeMantis by Jill Manzo
Hank by Mary and Peter Meyers
Hannibal by Tailfin Marketing L.L.C
Heather, Orson, Molly and Charlie by Jan Heath
Henry by Sharon Elkin
Henry Schel by Jane Craanshaw
Hogi Stenzel by Beth Schid
Holden Pond by Sue Gerard
Holly by The Foster’s
Honey Ashley by Fran and Robin Gray
Honey Garley by Natalie Kindt
Hooch by Carol Land
Hopie by Betty Ann Davis
Hudson Baum by Lisa Unger
Indi Vogler by Suzanne and Steve Protz
Izzy by Erica Katz
Jack by Barbara Flick
Jack Gotch by Vinings Important Pets
Jack Rogers by Helen Hall
Jacques by Sam Seifer
Jake by The Dalborgs
Jake and Molly by Patricia L. Mills
Jake Bergethon by Laura Meadows
Jasmine by Ann Herman
Jasper Brodsky by Jill, Michael, Loren and Seth
Jazz by Craig Levine
Jenny by Rebecca J. Richardson
Jet by The Ehridges

MEMORIAL GIFTS

Donations were taken from March 26, 2014 to August 21, 2014

Jett Sargent by Terry Fakhreddine
Josie by Susan and Spencer Rugaber
Kacey by The Connelly Family
Katie by Drue Barrett
Kirby Ramirez by Lauren, Ryan, and Landon
Kitty BooBoo Warna by Jessica Selkirk
Kozmo by Genevieve Schwartz
Kudzu by Ashley and Joel
Kudzu by Zodie and Bruce
Lacy and R.J. by Thelma Wildman
Layla by Critter Sittin' Sisters
Leisel Plunkett by Connie and Robert Chapman
Lexie by Lesley Debbie
Lexie by Weigl Laboratory and CDC Friends
Lillie Gordy by Dawn, Doug and Ibu
Lily by Vinings Important Pets
Lilly by Craig and Diane Scott
Lindy Mendel by Nori and David Levine
Loba by John, Emily, Alma, and Conran
Logan Waters by Patricia and Anthony Calcagno
Louie by Nancy Wolp
Luci Lu by Robert and Iris Goggin
Lucy by Jo McVeer
Lucy by Matt and Sheri Broom
Lucy by Vinings Important Pets
Lucy by Holly Haddesty
Lucy Bray by Brandy Klump
Lucy Burns by Wendy Karhu
Lucy Larkin by Fran and Bob Lawson
Luka by Tailfin
Mac by Aaron and Joan Mannheim
Maddie Hall by Liz, Karl, Sterling, Isis and Olive
Maddox by Barbara Blender
Maggie by Johanna and Lizzie Wilder
Maggie by Ann and Donald Bohne
Mandy by Alynda H. Henley
Marcus and Kimba Worthy by Cheryl Worthy
Margo by Janet Page and Jim Black
Marley by Susan, Ron and the Girls
Marlow by Casey Castagna
Mary Farley by Elise, Bob, Hannah and Max
Mattie by David Ianzito
Mattie and Toby Harth by Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Kranz
Mattie Cattie by Gerrie Schwartz
Max by Susan H. Gordy
Max by Milton and Ann Smith
Max Turner by Jooy Dawson
Maxine by Spot for Dogs, LLC
Maxx McManus by Connie Lim
Maya Davis by Catherine
Megan Hewin by Betsy Goss
Meme by Natalie Veyvoda
Millie Makowski by Dr. Mitzi Schepps The Wellness Waggin’
Modern Sakamoto by Alison and Granger
Moe by Steven Feldman
Mojo by Sara Hax
Mollie by Jeanne and Michael Riggal
Molly by Mark, Anne, Powell and Will
Molly by Gerrie Schwartz
Molly by Ben, Jerri, Sean and Ryan
Molly Spokane by Mom and Dad
Mookie by Elaine L. Goldstein
Mop Kempe by Betty H. Shinn, The Newkirk Family
Morgan by Vinings Important Pets
Morgan Oxman by Eileen and Meggy
Mousse by Grace Rich and Tanner
Muffin by Alissa Terryich
Murphy by Susan and Bill Manning
Nala by Rob and Pam Taylor
Nellie Belle by The Frederick Family
Nellie Belle Lambach by Tom Kelly
Newman Amato by Merrill W. Shemaria
Nick by Martha Boyd
Always in My
Heart

A Tribute to Help Animals

Our Generous Donors

Oliver by Trisha Addicks
Olivia by Jane Fishman
Ollie by Douglas Freedman
Oscar by Betsy and Chris Wallace
Paddie by Wayne and Steve
Paris and Cody Clark by Adam, Casey and Owen (and Paul)
Pawley Bandyke by Karrie, Rick and Caesar
Penny by Kay Coffman and Wayne Carey
Pete by Mark Ubibesn
Pete by Jennifer Cross
Pete Moren by Joy Dillingham
Phoebe by Grace Rich and Tanner
Phoebe Benetar by Catherine Lienoehn
Pilgrim Fields by Shampooo, Inc.
Piper by Laura and Carter Smith
Piper by Sally Sinkler
Polly by Lilliyan Moore
Presley Schenzer by Susan and Robert Reed
Prissy Pyles by Patricia Engel
Puccini by Princess April F. Miller
Puddin by Joel, Karen, and Raya Feder
Radville by Rima, Darius, Nikita and Capeka
Ralph by Sharon Kavanagh
Ralphie by Anne Ghegan
Reba Fahrenbruch by Bridget Borgogna
Reecy Buback by Janet N. Fenn
Remus by Candy and Phoebe
Rex by Barbara Blender
Rex and Rocco by H. C. Sparks
Riley by Janee Parker
Riley Schroder by Beth Kempe
Ripley by Carey and Doug Benham
Rocky by Jane Foy
Rocky McGinnis by Alison and Granger
Romeo by Alice Shepard
Rufus by The Perkins
Roscoe by Jessica Leverett
Roxy by Danielle and Jimmy
Rudi by Vinings Important Pets
Rusty by Ann and Michael, Pete and Buster
Rusty by Jane and Mike
Sadie by Team Spot for Dogs LLC
Sadie by Donna, Ralph and Will Gensler
Sadie by Susie M. Mock
Sam by Anne McAllister
Sam by Vinings Important Pets
Sam by Eddie, Steve, Artie Rufus, Foster and Atticus
Sam Conway by The Lashinsky Family
Samantha by Laurel S. Siebert
Samantha by Vinings Important Pets
Sammy Harrell by Cynthia Childers
Sassy Ruddler by Joan and Dave
Scottie by Mary Anne Biddiscombe
Scout by Andy, Rianna, John and Lindsay
Scout Humphreys by Susan Callaway
Scout Yarbrough by James, Tracy, Lela and Miles
Sean by Critter Sittin’ Sisters
Sedona Bonnet by Christine White
Servo Kilroy by Marthy Ray, Susan Reed
Shana by Your friends at Credigy
Sheba and Emily by Gwen M. Lancaster
Sheba Grogan by Michelle Fuller
Shug Clarke by Shelley S. McGhee
Sierra by David and David
Sir Toby, Socks, Little Sam, Patanovic and Wheaties by Thelma Wildman
Skeeter Allen by Susan, Ron and the Girls
Skyler by Michael T. Roc
Smokey by Anne Dickson and the Goodendorf Family
Snapple by Jessica Leverett
Snowy by Judy and Willard
Sobaka by Gayle Lee
Spencer Lott by Jeannice and Doug Hall
Steinway by Alicia Moss
Stella by Jim and Carla
Stray Skinny by Curtis and Joan Lake
Sugar Plum Sloat by Sharron S. Millwood
Sunny by JoAnn M. Overstreet
Sunny by Ann Thompson
Susic by Larry Santiago
Talia by Jerri and Kassie Spiers
Teresa Taelle by Jennifer and Bridget
Tess by Sarah and Michelle
Theo by Mary B. Mapes
Tide Wheeler by Bill and Gail Lanier
Tiffany by Annette B. Satterfield
Tiffany by Jo McVher
Tootsie by Barbara and Mike Wolfrom
Travis by Julia A. Kenney
Twerpe by Patricia Coni
Tyler by Angela Martello
Venus by Vinings Important Pets
Vinnie by Barbec and Greg
Wasabi by Gemma, Matt and Joseph
Webley Scott by Gail Smith
Whiskey, Maggie and Lucy Brooks by The Brooks Family Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
Will by Charles B. Wilson
Winston by Joan and Chip Hodge
Wishbone Waters by Your Georgia Trade School family
Yip by Suzanne Pruitt
Zack by Elinor Breman
Zamboni by Hannah Sparks
Ziggy by Vinings Important Pets
Zoe by Lee M. Stem

Memorial Gifts

Donations were taken from March 26, 2014 to August 21, 2014

A Special Way to Remember

If you would like to make a donation in honor or in memory of a person or pet we offer several simple options:

Go online to www.AtlantaHumane.org/donate/ways-to-give and click the Memorial or Honored Gift option to make a gift and we’ll send a printed card or ecard to the recipient.

Send your gift to A.H.S. 1565 Mansell Road, Alpharetta, GA 30009.
A notation of “MEMORIAL” or “HONORED GIFT” on the outside of the envelope will speed the acknowledgement of your gift.

Enclose a note with your gift including the name of honored or memorial—person or pet, name and address of the family to be notified of your gift, and your name, address, and phone number.

The family will receive a card of acknowledgement, recognizing your gift in honor or in memoriam of the person or pet (the amount of your gift remains confidential). You will also receive a note of thanks for your gift.

Phone inquiries should be directed to 404.974.2876.
Thank you for remembering your friends, family, and pets in such a wonderful, helpful way!
WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE OFFER THE COMMUNITY.

The Wellness Clinic is a small staff dedicated to serving loving pet owners. We desire to make a difference in the Atlanta community by making veterinary health care and service a viable option for those people, families and organizations that most need our support and heart-filled care.

We offer basic wellness checkups, ongoing health maintenance, laboratory testing, traditional spay and neuter, orthopedic evaluations, radio graphs, micro chipping, dental work, and basic surgeries.

Vice President of Medical Services Dr. Dorsey and the Hospital Business Manager Chris Yanes are in the process of restructuring hospital operations relative to frequency of surgery and examination room veterinarians in order to increase the momentum of the practice. Please check our section of the AHS website: www.atlantahumane.org under the tab marked “CLINIC.” There among other interesting facts and information you will find our current list of prices and fees. Should you have questions about our services or wish to contact us for an appointment, please send us an email to: animalwellness@atlantahumane.org

In addition to modern age medicines and vaccines, we have added a state-of-the-art glaucoma screening device. The TONO-Pen AVIA has been 20 years in the development and design process to perform quick painless screenings without anesthesia. It is used on over 40 breeds of dogs and cats who may be predisposed to glaucoma. We have added it to our options in Wellness Preventative Medicine — ask our Veterinarian when you come in for your next appointment.

AHS now offers Care Credit as a financial option to “Make care possible today.” Applications are fast and easy, so go online to www.carecredit.com or call 1.800.677.0718 to see if you qualify. This offer only applies to our Wellness Clinic located at the Howell Mill campus and not available for use in any other AHS department.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

KEIKO SAKAMOTO, LEAD TECHNICIAN

- Originally from Japan and came to the U.S. in 1993.
- Graduated from Oglethorpe University, studied Psychology & Business
- Been employed at AHS for 5 1/2 years.
- Has been a volunteer for 4 1/2 years walking dogs and helping to teach some obedience and tricks on weekends.
- Has been deployed to several animal rescues missions through the Humane Society of the United States National Disaster Animal Response Team. (Hurricane Katrina, Gustav, Ike, puppy mill rescues, dog fighting rescues).
- Has fostered our shelter critical care animals, mostly kittens/cats. The last one was #66.
- She has one 12 year old Labrador, Max. She also has two cats, Mr. Adam & Milo.
- On her off days, she serves at “7 Bridges To Recovery,” the ministry to rescue our brothers and sisters off the streets and help them break the bonds of homelessness.
- The past three years she has had opportunities to serve people in Haiti for medical mission trips.
- Her theme song is... “I’ll be a light for the eyes that cannot see, I’ll be a voice for the lips that cannot speak, To the broken I will carry your love, I will be part of the solution.” – by Eddie Kirkland
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Operations
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Low-Cost Spay/Neuter
Tracy McGuire
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Behavior & Training
Mailey E. McLaughlin, M.Ed
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Donor Relations
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WEB

E-mail
contact@atlantahumane.org

Website
www.AtlantaHumane.org

Follow Us
facebook.com/atlantahumane
twitter.com/atlantahumane
instagram.com/atlantahumane
youtube.com/atlantahumane

LOCATIONS & HOURS

Howell Mill Campus
981 Howell Mill Road NW
Atlanta, GA 30318

Administration
Weekdays 9 am -5 pm
Adoptions
Weekdays 12 pm -7 pm
Weekends 11 am -6 pm
Animal Admission
Everyday 9 am -7 pm
Veterinary Clinic
Weekdays 8 am -5 pm
Behind Shelter on Howell Mill Rd.

Mansell Campus
1565 Mansell Road
Alpharetta, GA 30009

Administration
Weekdays 9 am -5 pm
Adoptions
Weekdays 12 pm -7 pm
Weekends 11 am -6 pm
Animal Admission
Everyday 9 am -4 pm
Shelters closed on major holidays.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Adoptions
Both Locations
404.875.5331

Animal Admission
Howell Mill Campus
404.974.2800
Mansell Campus
404.974.2847

Veterinary Clinic
Howell Mill Campus
404.875.6420

Receptionist
Howell Mill & Mansell Locations
404.875.5331
GETTING STARTED WITH CRATE TRAINING

I would never try to raise a dog, especially a young puppy, without using a crate. It is the most humane and effective way to housetrain dogs, but it also comes in handy for preventing destruction, for teaching the dog to like “a place of his own,” and more. In general, dogs that are properly crate trained end up being much better behaved in a variety of ways. Although it works best when started on puppies, adult (and adolescent) dogs can be successfully trained with a crate.

Successful housetraining and puppy management depends upon confinement. Whenever you are not actively watching the dog, he must be confined for his own safety and so that he does not have access to areas where he should not be. Dogs only know what we teach them, and we must restrict their activities until they learn. To train them, we use their instincts to shape behaviors we desire.

Dogs instinctively* refrain from soiling their sleeping and eating quarters, which is why crate training works so well. Using a system of regular reinforcement, we can teach the dog that elimination takes place outside the house in a spot that we designate. If the pup has accidents, we only have ourselves to blame—dogs do not know that “using it” on the living room carpet is wrong, but they can be taught that “using it” outside is very, very right.

It is best to have the crate set up and ready in the home the day that the pup arrives. If you have fully researched your pup’s breed or breed mix, you will have a decent idea of how big a crate you will need for the dog’s life (herein lies another great reason to adopt a grown dog). A crate that is too big will confound your attempts to housetrain; a crate that is too small will be outgrown, and good crates are expensive. Larger crates can be partitioned for housetraining purposes. If you are adopting a dog of unknown origin (good for you!), shelter employees or breed books may be good resources to check out adult sizes. Introduce the pup to the crate gradually and happily. It probably won’t take long; a young pup is less likely to have had a bad experience with a crate than a rescued adult dog.

Once the crate is selected, choose the appropriate spot. Place the crate in the home according to traffic volume, noise, and accessibility. You want a place that is out of the direct path of traffic, is relatively quiet, and is easy for the dog to get in and out of. Make sure there are no drapes or destroys goods near enough to the crate to be pulled in, and make sure that the area is one that will be comfortable to the dog (not too cold or too hot). If you are using a wire crate, you may want to place it on an easily cleanable surface until the pup catches on. If a wire crate is to be used on a non-carpeted surface, place an old towel between the metal pan and the bottom of the crate to minimize noisy rattling.

Consider keeping the crate in the bedroom, or having two crates. A bedroom crate will keep the dog close to you during the night, so that you will be awakened in time to get him outside before an accident occurs. It will also relax him to be near you and hear your breathing. However, his crying may keep you awake, so try it both ways until you find what works best. You must be able to ignore all crying in the crate—giving in only makes it worse.

Plan to acquire crate (and pup!) at the start of a long weekend so that you and he will have plenty of time to get schedules in order and properly introduce the crate.

NOTE: Young puppies are physically unable to control their bladders and bowels until they are 16 weeks (four months) old. The common rule of thumb is this: do not leave the pup in the crate longer than one hour for every month of age, plus one.

The basic rule is that you want the puppy or dog to consider the crate as a safe, fun place to be. Short introductory sessions are helpful; make sure you make a big deal out of the dog going in and being in the crate, and let him out with little or no fanfare. Use yummy treats to make going in fun and rewarding.

*Occasionally, poor breeding practices (or poor training in a prior home) will produce dogs that do not have this instinct. These dogs may be housetrainable, but you will need lots of patience and a good schedule. To minimize your chances of getting a “dirty dog,” do not buy your pup from a pet store or a questionable breeder. For more information, please contact the trainer at training@atlantahumane.org.
PET PARADE
2014 Atlanta
Saving animals one step at a time

Saturday - November 1, 2014
Registration opens 9am
Walk starts at 11am

Garrard Landing
8000 Holcombe Bridge Rd
Roswell, GA 30076

Find Love at
atlanta humane society
www.atlantapetparade.org

VCA Animal Hospitals